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My Next Reading 5 
 Unit 1 Play Outside!  A  1. hopscotch  2. young3. suggest  4. agree5. different   6. teach B 1. teaches 2. hopscotch 3. different  C 1. Most of my friends play games inside.2. Jason plays smartphone games in the living room.3. Let me teach you how to play hopscotch.4. I’m not interested in outdoor activities. D smartphone games / outside /  Unit 2 Jurassic Park  A  

1. guide   2. huge3. meat   4. explain5. dinosaur  6. attack    

5 Answer Keys 
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Workbook Answer Keys

2. young 4. agree 6. teach 

Most of my friends play games inside. Jason plays smartphone games in the living room. Let me teach you how to play hopscotch. I’m not interested in outdoor activities. 

/ teaches / hopscotch 

huge explain attack 
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B 1. dinosaur 2. huge 3. meat  C 1. than other dinosaurs 2. eats lots of leaves 3. kinds of dinosaurs 4. there small dinosaurs  D dinosaurs / bigger / stronger /   Unit 3 Is It a House?  A  1. portable  2. flood3. raise   4. grassland5. build    6. stilt B 1. raises 2. grassland 3. portable  C 1. The house is tall and safe from floods.2. Mongolians usually raise animals for a living.3. They build their house on strong stilts near water.4. There are many types of houses around the world. D grassland / move around / fish               

5 Answer Keys 
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/ chicken 

flood grassland stilt 

The house is tall and safe from floods. Mongolians usually raise animals for a living. They build their house on strong stilts near water. There are many types of houses around the world. 

fish / water 
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Unit 4 How Sounds Travel  A  

1. tie   2. sound3. send   4. pass5. vibration   6. bottom B 1. ties 2. bottom 3. sound  C 1. through the air and materials2. to the ends of the string 3. in the bottom of each cup 4. the sound vibrations  D collect / brains / vibrates / pass  Unit 5 Simon’s Challenge  A  1. challenge  2. decide3. strength  4. limit5. join    6. extreme B 1. extreme 2. limit 3. decide   

5 Answer Keys 
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sound pass bottom 

through the air and materials 
 

pass 

  

decide limit extreme 
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C 1. Simon is good at all sports.2. It is not easy to finish the triathlon race.3. He runs to his school every day.4. He has six months until the race. D triathlon / swimming / challenge  Unit 6 Pop Art  A  

1. artist   2. popular3. bold   4. simple5. create   6. bright B 1. creates 2. artist 3. bright  C 1. a great pop artist 2. have bold lines and bright colors3. images of everyday objects4. of popular products and Hollywood stars D create / paintings / fun / started     

5 Answer Keys 
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Simon is good at all sports. It is not easy to finish the triathlon race. He runs to his school every day. until the race. 

challenge / join 

popular simple bright 

have bold lines and bright colors images of everyday objects of popular products and Hollywood stars 

started 
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Unit 7 My Uncle’s Fruit Farm  A  1. twist   2. wagon3. farmer  4. bug5. orchard   6. careful B 1. careful 2. bug 3. farmer  C 1. Be careful not to pull the apple.2. I sometimes find bugs or worms.3. Picking apples from the trees is easy.4. My uncle grows apples in his orchard. D apples / busy / orchard / experience  Unit 8 A Great Composer  A  1. deaf   2. compose3. floor   4. pianist5. mind    6. cut off B 1. pianist 2. floor 3. compose  C 1. after he lost his hearing 2. to hear his music 3. the legs of his piano 4. his music in his mind  D composer / deaf / piano / vibrations Unit 9 The Little Squirrels’ Acorns A  1. third   2. squirrel3. store   4. pick up5. acorn   6. second 

5 Answer Keys 
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My Uncle’s Fruit Farm  

wagon bug careful 

Be careful not to pull the apple. I sometimes find bugs or worms. Picking apples from the trees is easy. My uncle grows apples in his orchard. 

experience 

 

compose pianist cut off 

vibrations 
The Little Squirrels’ Acorns 

squirrel pick up second 
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B 1. squirrel 2. pick up 3. acorns  C 1. How many acorns should we get altogether?2. They have to collect food for the cold winter.3. The little squirrels come back home with acorns.4. Let’s eat 20 acorns for dinner. D winter / acorns / baskets / store  Unit 10 The Online World  A  

1. imagine  2. remember3. sadness  4. respect5. spread  6. opinion B 1. remember 2. spreads 3. Imagine  C 1. more important in our lives2. to have fun on the internet3. hurt other people’s feelings4. and get information  D internet / hurt / opinions / Think

5 Answer Keys 
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How many acorns should we get altogether? They have to collect food for the cold winter. The little squirrels come back home with acorns. Let’s eat 20 acorns for dinner. 

store 

 

remember respect opinion 

more important in our lives to have fun on the internet hurt other people’s feelings 

Think 
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Unit 11 Different Seeds  A  1. round  2. sunflower3. rough  4. pumpkin5. smooth  6. peach B 1. sunflowers 2. Peaches 3. pumpkin  C 1. Each seed has a baby plant inside it.2. Plants start their lives from seeds.3. Others are in many different colors.4. Sea coconut seeds are as big as basketballs. D shapes / flat / colors / rough   Unit 12 Vote for Emma!  A  

1. boring  2. election3. plan   4. vote5. poster   6. prepare B 1. prepare 2. plan 3. vote   

5 Answer Keys 
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sunflower pumpkin peach 

Each seed has a baby plant inside it. Plants start their lives from seeds. Others are in many different colors. Sea coconut seeds are as big as basketballs. 

 

election vote prepare 
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C 1. to be the class president 2. and make a plan 3. our class president next month4. use Chloe’s slogan  D election / class president / help   Unit 13 Volcanoes  A  1. volcano  2. burst3. island  4. erupt5. dangerous   6. flow B 1. volcano 2. dangerous 3. island  C 1. Most of the active volcanoes are in the Pacific Ocean.2. Harmful gases burst into the air.3. Lava and volcanic ash have various minerals.4. Volcanoes can cause great damage. D earth / erupts / rock / helpful  

5 Answer Keys 
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our class president next month 

help / idea 

burst erupt flow 

Most of the active volcanoes are in the Pacific Ocean. burst into the air. Lava and volcanic ash have various minerals. noes can cause great damage. 
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Unit 14 An Old Library in Ryan’s Town A  

1. stain   2. proud3. shiny   4. permission5. sketch  6. scratch B 1. proud 2. stains 3. sketches  C 1. his friends to work together2. of the library and gets permission3. something for the old library4. proud of their work  D library / pictures / sketch / new  Unit 15 The First Marathon A  1. war  2. arrive 3. soldier 4. fight 5. victory  6. messenger B 1. soldiers 2. victory 3. arrives   

5 Answer Keys 
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An Old Library in Ryan’s Town 

proud permission scratch 

his friends to work together of the library and gets permission something for the old library 

new 

The First Marathon 

messenger 
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C 1. The Persian army was bigger than the Greeks’.2. He kept running without stopping.3. Why is it called the marathon?4. The smart Greek soldiers won the fight. D marathon / soldiers / news / ran  Unit 16 The Elves and the Shoemaker A  

1. clothes  2. naked3. shoemaker  4. poor5. elf    6. midnight B 1. shoemaker 2. poor 3. midnight  C 1. he was poor 2. hid behind a door 3. and the next day after too 4. clothes and shoes for the elves D honest / poor / shoes / clothes 

5 Answer Keys 
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The Persian army was bigger than the Greeks’. He kept running without stopping. Why is it called the marathon? The smart Greek soldiers won the fight. 

ran 

The Elves and the Shoemaker 

naked poor midnight 

 clothes and shoes for the elves 

clothes 
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